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I am grateful to my friends and family who
supported my efforts to write emotionally accessible
poetry. I am appreciative of my children, Gabe 
and Aron, and my wife, Mady, who listen to my
efforts with patience and do not mind being a 
primary source. When they smile and nod at one 
of my poems, I feel a small measure of success. 
My friend Rand values my artistic expressions and
honors my emotions; thanks to Jade, who in her
dying, lived fully and creatively, to Jack whose
strength and friendship is solid and true, and to
Gillian who encourages my authenticity. Finally
thanks to my father who supports my adventures,
and whose passion for beauty is contagious.

The haiku community has been generous with
their reactions and ideas, particularly David Priebe
whose dedication to haiku is extraordinary, to
Hank Dunlap, who gives gut reactions with gusto,
to Francine Porad, whose humanity and warmth is
a blessing, and to Robert Spiess, who published
my first haiku and gave criticism with a deft touch
and unusual wisdom.

Finally, many thanks to my friend and illustrator,
Eona, whose zeal to live creatively touches everyone
around him.



Most of these poems have appeared in other publications. Several
of these poems won honorable mentions in the Hawaii Education
Contest and others were honored as “Reader’s Favorites” in Haiku
Headlines. With pleasure and thanks, I acknowledge the editors of:

All Day Long (Two Autumn Press, 1994), Brussels Sprout, Cicada,
dreams wander, (Haiku Society of America, 1994), Frogpond, Haiku
Headlines, Hawaii Education Association Contest,  Hummingbird, 
Maui Times Magazine, Modern Haiku, Northwest Literary Forum,
Poetalk, Scratch-n-Sniff (Two Autumn Press, 1996), When Butterflies
Come (Haiku Society of America, 1993), and Woodnotes.
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traveling alone,

vultures float in a pale sky,

the half moon glowing

7



from darkness

a robin’s song brimming

with his red breast

yoga 

unfolding 

my mind

8



lecture on ego

the Zen professor

tapes himself

9



prescribed burn –

a cinnamon haze blurs 

the view of Half Dome

great gusts of wind sweep

through Yosemite Valley –

autumn leaves falling

10



swirling in the dust

of a roofless kiva floor

a silver tumbleweed   

in her pueblo home

an old Indian potter

watches Star Trek 

Anasazi foothold –

my feet step in theirs 

towards a high plateau 
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in the moon’s absence

the chirp of a gecko stirs

the darkest silence

13



in the backwaters

a bloated trout upside down –

swallows skim the dusk

featherless chick –

a yellow jacket crawls in

a hollow eye socket

gray winter drizzle

beneath an arc of branches

two ruffled doves

14



switchbacks

I lose my way on the trail

– cairns lead me back

a half submerged log

rests in an emerald pool –

waterfall downstream

15



dark pond

from the depths

orange-glowing newts
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moon in the pines

a tumbling creek

a friend beneath the stars

what more could I ask?

18



a cactus wren nests

in the crack of a kiva –

the squeal of young ones

cloudwatching

i hold my daughter 

in my arms

tumbling over

the edge of the bed, shouting,

“ N I N J A  T U R T L E S ! ”

19



ruminating 

about a haiku

I

slip

on

the

stairs

20



awake at midnight

my two year old fondles

his new lunch box

sorting summer shells

my daughter waits for

the first day of school

21



22



startled puppy

barks ferociously –

aboriginal mask

23



new neighbors

the fence goes up 

first

travel itinerary

Dad lists all the villages

where he can’t be reached

rain puddles

my son splashes each one

on me

24



pointing downwind

a young dog sniffs scents of spring

unknown to me

Saturday morning

my daughter breaks out 

skipping

speckled grays of dusk

the puppy’s ears shoot straight up

at owls’ hooting

25



a contortionist 

shaped like a pretzel

scratches her nose

the ticket taker

at Disney’s Snow White ride,

a grinning dwarf

shadowy forest

around every twist and turn,

my wife shouts, “Bear! Bear!”

26



Passover seder – 

the candlelight flickering

in Grandmom’s silver

27



28



a friend’s silver beard

our eyes adjust to the dusk

a cup of sage tea

29



summer breeze

thoughts of my children

pass through me

gray damp rainy days

I curl up with “The Hobbit”

the warmth of wool socks

30



old oaks glow orange

jogging shoulder to shoulder

with my boxer

31



hot June night

every pore remembers

your touch

kids away at camp

pitch black stalks

the couple’s window

32



the morning after

“The Titanic,” my wife slips

into a warm bath

33



steamy spring evening

the high school jazz band croons

“When A Man Loves A Woman”

sticky evening

little leaguers drop fly balls

and catch mosquitoes

driving my daughter

to driver’s training class 

I run a red light

34



in the narrow hedge,

chattering between our homes,

the hidden house wren

35



36



in a distant mist...

children skip stones

on an old pond

37



warm autumn wind

my old hound marks a pine tree –

his lame leg hanging

pink dawn

my wife curls her warmth

around me

38



nursing last sips of wine –

an ivory thunderhead drifts

from pink to mauve to night

39



our will –

in the deepest reaches of

the file cabinet
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dropping a quarter

in a homeless woman’s palm –

cold fingers touching

43



Inspiration Point –

the dove’s call louder

than sirens below

after the storm

suspended by raindrops –

early morning light

sunset fading –

the campus chimes echo

the great horned owl

44



sprawling over

the bright graffiti,

dark green ivy

colder mornings –

the squirrels try new ways

to attack the birdfeeder

45



bathing in sunlight,

spread out on the grass, a bum

reads the New York Times

rainswept streets

homeless trumpeters wail,

“Over the Rainbow”

46



moon shrouded with fog –

slicing through the canyon’s darkness

an owl’s shriek

47



a cool starlit night –

campus chimes carry the scent

of the burnt hillside

circling vultures

the shadows skimming

golden poppies

new construction

daffodils rise from ashes –

fresh scent of pine
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transparent day moon –

a green sea turtle carries

its grace to white coral

51



King’s Coastal Highway –

hiking boots tread on lava

where bare feet once stepped

a rainbow sparkles

over the roadside fruit stand:

“Leave Money In Box”

52



grounded bee

stumbles in the sand

– waves crashing

floating in sea foam

a hibiscus blossom

flutters in the breeze

bloated puffer fish

stranded on the tide line...

sand flies on its tongue

53



skinny-dipping

to look or not to look,

that is the question

unspoiled beach

a beatific blond applies

red toe nail polish

Maui’s nude beach –

my son points out the tattoos

on the suntanned butts

54



questioning –

the trade winds blow away

the answers
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B a m b o o  M o u n t a i n  S a n c t u a r y  
i n  H a ’ i k u

Zen sanctuary

a Buddha sits in the garden

whispers in the wind

first night Zen retreat...

do I swat the mosquito

buzzing in my ear?

slow rhythmic breathing

in early morning darkness

moon through the bamboo

an empty hallway

a lily and a Buddha

the gentle rainfall

57



the golden sunset

i lay waiting on my board

for the perfect wave

58
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chemotherapy –

Thanksgiving passes

without a word

60



face stretched tight –

her sky blue eyes wide spread

to incoming light

dying of cancer

my friend calls for the name of

a good dentist 

61



skin clings to bones –

besides her morphine,

a faintly smiling Buddha

62



her crystal blue eyes

protrude from a bald skull – 

shafts of winter light

even a crescent moon

in a light dusk

can’t settle my thoughts

first rays of sunlight

ants ferry a dead bee

across the morning dew

63



months after death

her voice still vibrant and strong

on the answering machine
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golden aspens –

a speckled trout cruises

the warm shallows

67



glowing red coals

sparks fly into darkness

mind into smoke

lying wide awake –

a wall of silence except

the streaking moonbeams

a birdcall pierces the night

light rushes through the cracks

half-opened eyes

68



cleaning the gutters –

out of pine needles and dust,

a silvery moth

69



pale summer grasses –

stalking in an eroded gully,

a golden cougar

at the meadow’s edge

deer slip out of the forest

into the pink dusk

cool waterfall breeze –

sunning on a granite ledge,

a blue dragonfly

70



a rock wren whistles

in the shade of a pueblo

– white clouds floating by

71



bright autumn morning –

shimmering blue birds skitter

from pine to pine

tangled branches

the gardener prunes deeply

to essential tree

so many ducks –

the sky flutters

with black wings
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for Robert Spiess 

melting snow –

on his desk, notebook and pen,

a final haiku

a water spider 

glides endlessly on the pond

the last light of dusk
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a wayworn traveler

slips into hot water...

a new moon
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A  B r i e f  E x p l a n a t i o n  o f  H a i k u  f o r  
N o n - H a i k u  R e a d e r s  &  F r i e n d s :

Most of us learned that haiku was a Japanese nature poem, consisting
of seventeen syllables, divided into three lines with a 5-7-5 syllable
structure. While many modern haiku still conform to this structure,
modern haiku is more interested in essential qualities than adhering
rigidly to the idea of seventeen syllables. Consequently, you’ll find
that some of my haiku vary in the number of syllables and form.

So, what is a haiku? By using contrasting sensory images and direct
and simple language, haiku describes experiences, rather than tells
the reader what to feel. It captures, what many writers on haiku
have called, a “keenly perceived moment,” links human nature
with the natural world (often using a seasonal reference), and
amplifies the extraordinary in ordinary, everyday events. A 
successful haiku stirs an intuitive, emotional response whereupon
we feel an “aha” experience and appreciate a fundamental truth 
or reality.

Some poems in this book would more aptly be labeled senryu.
While haiku and senryu are similar in form and structure, senryu
focus more on human nature than the natural world, and tend to
be comic or satiric. Senryu concern themselves with perceiving and
recognizing our essential humanity.

If these haiku and senryu help you feel deeply about yourself, others,
and the natural world, and if you experience beauty and truths that
otherwise you might overlook in your daily life, I’ll be satisfied
that my poems have been successful.



Born in Los Angeles, California, Bruce H. Feingold
practices as a clinical psychologist in the Bay Area.
An English literature major at the University of
California at Santa Cruz, Bruce has published numerous
poems, haiku and senryu, and won several honors
in haiku and poetry contests. 

Bruce’s poems reflect his curiosity and insight about
human nature as well as his love of the natural
world. He is an avid hiker, backpacker, fisherman,
gardener, birdwatcher, and surfer. He lives in
Berkeley, California, with his wife, Mady, also a
psychologist, and has two children, Aron, age 16,
and Gabe, age 13.

Eona, the illustrator for A New Moon, was born 
in Canada and has traveled extensively throughout
Latin and South America. His art and music has
been strongly influenced by native Indian cultures.
Eona is a watercolor painter, sculptor, and musician,
and he designs and builds exotic musical instruments.

For the last twenty years, Eona has lived in Maui,
and his vivid watercolors, depicting sea and tropical
life, are renown in the local art scene. He currently
lives in a handcrafted home on a bluff overlooking
the Pacific Ocean.




